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FIELDLINE® TACTICAL INTRODUCES THE 48” MARKSMAN GUN CASE 
A Scoped Rifle Case Designed to Protect Your Prized Possession 

 
Fieldline® Tactical knows what shooters know: protecting scoped rifles is fundamental to performance. With this in mind, 
they created the 48” Marksman Gun Case to give shooters a convenient way to transport precision instruments to and 
from the field. When you spend big bucks on your rifle and optic, you don't want to trust its protection to just any soft 
case. The Fieldline Tactical 48” Marksman Gun Case is large enough to fit most rifles with even the largest of target 
scopes while helping them make it back home in the same condition they left. 
 
The 48” long Fieldline Tactical Marksman Gun Case has a wider back end to accommodate high scopes and tapers 
forward towards the muzzle to help minimize its footprint. Fieldline constructs the soft padded case from durable, high-
quality components guaranteeing years of rugged use. They begin with a dense layer of foam padding wrapped on the 
outside with abrasion-resistant polyester fabric. This heavy-duty outer shell is water-resistant and ready to be slid into 
truck beds or dragged through the brush. Inside the case, Fieldline covers the foam with a snag-proof synthetic lining. 
This super-soft interior protects your rifle's finish while helping the foam padding cushion your gun. 
 
The Fieldline Tactical 48” Marksman Gun Case features full-length double slider zippers, which allows for easy access 
to your firearm. Carrying the case is a breeze thanks to its wraparound 1" carry handle which is both sewn and riveted in 
place, promising you a strong hold no matter the weight of your rifle. In case you would rather shoulder it, an adjustable 
shoulder strap is sewn onto the backside of the case. 
 
Shooters have plenty of accessories, so Fieldline Tactical added a zippered pocket to the outside of the Marksman Gun 
Case. It is large enough to hold your ammunition, rangefinder or any of the other things you like to have with your rifle. 
This is the case shooters have been waiting for to protect their tack driver. The Fieldline Tactical Marksman Gun Case is 
offered in black. 
 
Fieldline Tactical knows you work hard and play hard so they design their gear to keep up with you on all of life's 
journeys. Fieldline offers a lifetime warranty so you can take the Fieldline Tactical 48” Marksman Gun Case to the range 
with confidence. Fieldline is committed to providing high-quality packs, duffels and lifestyle accessories that are fully 
guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the product.  
 
To learn more about the new Fieldline Tactical Marksman Gun Case or any of the company’s rugged packs and 
accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032; call (800) 438-3353; or visit 
fieldline.com. 
 
Like Fieldline on Facebook to keep up with the latest news and for a chance to win a new Fieldline pack.	  
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